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ABSTRACT
In NMR resonance assignment, an indispensable step in NMR protein studies, manually processed peaks from both N-labeled and C-labeled spectra are typically used as
inputs. However, the use of homologous structures can allow one to use only N-labeled
NMR data and avoid the added expense of using C-labeled data. We propose a novel
integer programming framework for structure-based backbone resonance assignment
using N-labeled data. The core consists of a pair of integer programming models: one for
spin system forming and amino acid typing, and the other for backbone resonance assignment. The goal is to perform the assignment directly from spectra without any
manual intervention via automatically picked peaks, which are much noisier than
manually picked peaks, so methods must be error-tolerant. In the case of semiautomated/manually processed peak data, we compare our system with the XiongPandurangan-Bailey-Kellogg’s contact replacement (CR) method, which is the most
error-tolerant method for structure-based resonance assignment. Our system, on average, reduces the error rate of the CR method by five folds on their data set. In addition,
by using an iterative algorithm, our system has the added capability of using the NOESY
data to correct assignment errors due to errors in predicting the amino acid and secondary structure type of each spin system. On a publicly available data set for human
ubiquitin, where the typing accuracy is 83%, we achieve 91% accuracy, compared to the
59% accuracy obtained without correcting for such errors. In the case of automatically
picked peaks, using assignment information from yeast ubiquitin, we achieve a fully
automatic assignment with 97% accuracy. To our knowledge, this is the first system that
can achieve fully automatic structure-based assignment directly from spectra. This has
implications in NMR protein mutant studies, where the assignment step is repeated for
each mutant.
Key words: integer programming, NMR, peak picking, protein structure, resonance assignment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

N

uclear magnetic resonance (NMR)-based technologies are not only important for determining
protein structure in solution (Altieri and Byrd, 2004; Billeter et al., 2008), but also studying proteinprotein, protein-ligand interactions (Mittermaier and Kay, 2006; Skinner and Laurence, 2008), and identifying new drugs (Pellecchia et al., 2008; Powers et al., 2008). However, presently, it can still take an
experienced NMR spectroscopist weeks to months to process the data after the spectra are collected. A key
bottleneck step in the data processing is backbone resonance assignment, where the goal is to assign chemical
shift values extracted from the spectra to the underlying backbone atoms. Backbone resonance assignment
generally requires some manual processing of peaks from both N-labeled and C-labeled spectra. In studies of
wild-type and mutant peptides, the assignment step needs to be repeated for each peptide. Automated
methods can accelerate this process especially if a similar 3D structure is already known, such as one obtained
from a previous step. Previous steps will also yield assignment information. The additional data can allow
subsequent steps to use only N-labeled NMR data without the added expense of C-labeled.
Traditional, sequence-based, resonance assignment methods depend mainly on the amino acid sequence
and carbon connectivity information extracted from triple resonance experiments (Zimmerman et al., 1997;
Güntert et al., 2000; Coggins and Zhou, 2003; Jung and Zweckstetter, 2004; Lemak et al., 2008; Alipanahi
et al., 2009a). With the rate of new unique protein folds being discovered decreasing relative to the rate of
protein structures being determined (Moult et al., 2005, 2007), one can expect that most proteins have
homologs with a known protein structure. Analogous to molecular replacement in x-ray crystallography
(Drenth, 2007), the known structure can be used as a template to which the NMR experimental evidence is
matched, as is done in various structure-based assignment methods (Bartels et al., 1997; Bailey-Kellogg
et al., 2000; Pristovsek et al., 2002; Hus et al., 2002; Erdmann and Rule, 2002; Langmead and Donald,
2004; Pristovsek and Franzoni, 2006; Xiong and Bailey-Kellogg, 2007; Xiong et al., 2008; Apaydin et al.,
2008; Stratmann et al., 2009).
The nuclear vector replacement (NVR) approach (Langmead et al., 2004; Langmead and Donald, 2004)
uses 15N-HSQC spectra, HN-15N residual dipolar couplings (RDC), sparse unambiguous dNN NOEs, amide
exchange rates, and no triple resonance data for structure-based assignment. The problem was cast as a
maximum bipartite matching problem, which they solved in polynomial time. Using close structural
templates, they achieved an accuracy of over 99%. Their work was extended to handle more distant
templates using normal mode analysis to obtain an ensemble of template structures (Apaydin et al., 2008).
Unlike NOEs, which stem from short-range interactions, RDCs can provide long-range orientation information. However, currently in NMR labs, RDC experiments are not as commonly used for backbone
resonance assignment. Very recently, the NVR approach was modified to use binary integer programming
(Apaydin et al., 2010). Our approach, however, uses different data, and we directly model the relationship
between pairs of residues with pairs of spin systems.
For assignment using 3D NOESY data, Xiong et al. developed a branch-and-bound algorithm (Xiong and
Bailey-Kellogg, 2007), which they later improved to a randomized algorithm (Xiong et al., 2008), which
we shall refer to as the contact replacement (CR) method. The CR method was demonstrated to tolerate
1–2Å structural variation, 250–600% noise, and 10–40% missing contact edges. Although they mention that
there exists methods with close to 90% average accuracy for predicting a spin system’s amino acid class prior
to an assignment, the CR method ignored such errors. The method achieved an assignment accuracy of above
80% in a-helices, 70% in b-sheets, and 60% in loops. To our knowledge, it is the most error-tolerant
structure-based assignment method in terms of the noise level. The data used consisted of only
N-labeled spectra: 2D 15N-HSQC, 3D 15N-TOCSY-HSQC, 3D 15N-NOESY-HSQC, and 3JHNHa coupling
constants derived from 3D HNHA. The problem was cast as a subgraph matching problem, where one graph
consisted of the contacts in the known protein structure, and the other consisted of the NOESY cross peaks
(NOEs) that connected spin systems. In general, the mapping of NOESY peaks to specific contacts is
ambiguous due to experimental errors, missing peaks, and false peaks. Although the graph problem that was
solved is NP-hard in general, Xiong et al. proved that under their noise model, the problem could be solved in
polynomial time with high probability.
In NOEnet (Stratmann et al., 2009), the problem was also cast as a subgraph matching problem. Unlike
the CR method, NOEnet generates an ensemble of assignments containing all assignments compatible with
the NMR data, and it requires only 1HN-1HN NOEs. However, it requires unambiguous NOEs, such as those
from 4D NOESY experiments, so the noise is less than that handled by the CR method. NOEnet was
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recently updated to handle RDCs and chemical shifts from 15N-,13C-labeled proteins (Stratmann
et al., 2010).
In NMR studies, NMR spectra are often examined by visual inspection, where the cross peaks get picked
by inspection, or by automatic methods but then checked by the scientist to remove noisy peaks. The peaks
get accumulated in a list of peaks, and this list can change during the study as errors and inconsistencies are
discovered during the assignment step. Therefore, the peak picking and the resonance assignment steps are
usually done together. We aim to build a system that automates this process without any manual intervention. The difficulty is that automatically picked peak lists are noisier than manually picked ones. To our
knowledge, current structure-based methods are still semi-automated due to automated peak lists being of
lower quality. The core of our system is a pair of integer programming models: one for predicting, a priori
of a backbone assignment, the possible amino acid types and the 15N-TOCSY-HSQC peak corresponding to
the Ha of each spin system; and the other model for backbone resonance assignment. As proof of concept,
we solve this problem for automatically picked peaks from N-labeled only data, where related structure and
assignment information is available. We perform an automatic assignment with accuracy 97% on a publicly
available data set for ubiquitin. By accuracy we mean the number correct assignments over the number of
assignments made by the system. Our automated peak picking system, PICKY (Alipanahi et al., 2009b), is
used to pick the peaks.
To compare our system with existing methods, we consider processed peak data. In comparison with the
CR method, on nine proteins from the simulated data set used by the CR method, our method, on average,
has five times fewer incorrect assignments. This data set is in the form of a graph. As a step towards robust
assignment, we achieve further error tolerance by using the NOESY data to directly handle errors in
predicting each spin system’s amino acid and secondary structure type. This was tested on five proteins
with typing errors introduced, and also on manually picked peaks from the ubiquitin data set, where the
combined type prediction accuracy is 83% (both amino acid and secondary structure type correct). On
ubiquitin, we achieved an assignment accuracy of 91%, which is a large improvement over the 59%
accuracy that was obtained without correcting for typing errors. Unlike the CR data set, the ubiquitin data
set consisted of the spectra rather than a graph. We first describe our resonance assignment model that was
compared with the CR method.

2. METHODS
We use the graph representations from the CR method (Xiong et al., 2008) to represent the template
protein of known structure and the NMR data of the unknown target protein. Please note that our integer
linear programming formulation is independent of the details of their graph representation in that it can
enforce constraints in a mathematical framework, while accomodating different sources of information.
Contact graph. Each residue in the template protein is represented by a vertex labelled with residuerelated features. We use only amino acid and secondary structure type, but other residue-related features are
possible. An edge is created between a pair of amino acids if there is a contact according to a given distance
cutoff. Each edge is labelled by all pairs of directed proton-proton interaction types. We consider only two
types of interactions, Ha and HN, and HN, and HN. Since Ha and HN is not symmetric, the labels have a
direction.
Interaction graph. We define each spin system to consist of the chemical shifts of the backbone N, HN,
a
H , and the side chain protons. Each spin system is represented by a vertex labelled with spin systemrelated features. We use only the predicted amino acid and secondary structure type. Like the CR method,
we use the side chain protons only in amino acid type prediction. Amino acid type predictions were
obtained from the RESCUE software, version 1 (Pons and Delsuc, 1999). RESCUE classifies each spin
system into one of ten possible amino acid classes using proton chemical shifts. We used all classes with
positive reliability score rather than the highest scoring class to compensate for errors made by RESCUE.
Secondary structure type predictions can be obtained from 3JHNHa coupling constants (Wüthrich, 1986). An
edge is created between a pair of spin systems if there is at least one matching NOESY peak (15N, HN, 1H),
where the 15N, HN matches the backbone N, HN chemical shift of one spin system and the 1H matches the
backbone HN or Ha of the other spin system. Edges are labelled similarly to the contact
graph

 with the
jDejpﬃﬃ
addition of a match score for each NOESY peak. The match score is defined as er fc
as used in
0:02 · 2
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Xiong et al. (2008), where er fc is the complementary error function and jDej is the chemical shift
difference between 1H and the matching HN or Ha.
To find the best match between the two graphs, we look for the common edge subgraph that maximizes
the match score, subject to the constraint that the vertex and edge labels match. Finding the maximum
common weighted edge subgraph (and also the maximum common node subgraph), in general, is NP-hard
(Raymond and Willett, 2002). We use integer programming to do the maximization because it models the
problem naturally as we will show. Our ILP formulation is similar to that for the maximum clique problem
(Bomze et al., 1999), to which subgraph matching can be reduced (Raymond and Willett, 2002). To solve
the ILP model, we used the solver in the commercial optimization package ILOG CPLEX; version 9.130.
Note that if we consider only vertex matches, we get a maximum bipartite matching problem, which can be
solved in polynomial time as in the NVR method.

2.1. 0-1 Integer programming model
Define Vc, Vi to be the set of vertices in the contact graph and interaction graph, respectively. Define Ec,
Ei to be the set of edges in the contact and interaction graph, respectively.
Input data.
m(a, s, b, t) The edge match score between amino acids a, b 2 Vc and spin systems s, t 2 Vi , where a is
matched with s, and b is matched with t. In our model, it is equal to the sum of the match scores of the
NOESY peaks that match (s, t) and match an interaction type of (a, b). The score is assumed to be nonnegative.
m(a, s) The vertex match score between amino acid a and spin system s. The score is assumed to be
non-negative.
Ei(a, b) The set of edges in the interaction graph that match the edge (a, b) 2 Ec . An edge (s, t) 2 Ei
matches edge (a, b) if the edge labels match, while taking into account the direction of the interaction, and
if either the label of vertex a matches that of vertex s and the label of vertex b matches that of vertex t, or a
with t and b with s.
A The set of all matching (a, s), where a 2 Vc and s 2 Vi , and there exists (a, b) 2 Ec and (s, t) 2 Ei
such that (s, t) matches (a, b).
Decision variables.
X(a, s, b, t) A binary variable. It equals to 1 if spin system s is assigned to amino acid a, and spin
system t is assigned to amino acid b; and 0 otherwise. This variable represents an edge match between the
graphs. X(b, t, a, s) is equivalent to X(a, s, b, t). For the purpose of exposition, we use X(a, s, b, t) to denote
either X(b, t, a, s) or X(a, s, b, t), although the model contains only one such variable.
X(a, s) A binary variable. It equals to 1 if spin system s is assigned to the amino acid a; and 0
otherwise. This variable represents a vertex match.
Formulation.
0

P

B
max@ P

(a, s)2A

m(a,s)  X(a,s) þ

P

X

m(a,s,b,t)  X(a,s,b,t)

1
C
A

(1)

(a, b)2Ec (s, t)2Ei (a, b)

X

subject to
X(a,s)  1

8a 2 Vc ,

(2)

X(a,s)  1

8s 2 Vi ,

(3)

s

X
a

P

X(a,s,b,t)  X(a, s)

t s:t: (s,t)2Ei (a,b)

(4)

8(a,s) 2 A, 8(a,b) 2 Ec ,
X(a,s,b,t) 2 f0,1g ,

(5)

X(a,s) 2 f0,1g :

(6)
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Discussion. Equation (1), the objective function, expresses the total edge and vertex match score of the
assignment. The first summation is over all vertices that are involved in at least one edge match. The second
summation is over all edges that match. Unlike subgraph isomorphism, we look for edge matches only
rather than non-matches. Non-matches are scored implicitly as described below. We generate only the
variables involved in at least one edge match. We do not assign vertices that are isolated, unless the vertices
can be unambiguously assigned, such as being the only ones with a particular type. Constraint (2) ensures
that each amino acid is assigned to at most one spin system. Constraint (3) ensures that each spin system is
assigned to at most one amino acid. Therefore, extra amino acids or spin systems can be unassigned, and
missing amino acids or spin systems implicitly have a score of 0.
Constraint (4), in conjunction with (2) and (3), ensure that if X(a, s, b, t) ¼ 1 , then X(a, s) ¼ 1 and
X(b, t) ¼ 1. If X(a, s) ¼ 1 and X(b, t) ¼ 1, the left hand side of (4) can be zero, so missing edges are allowed.
However, edge match scores are always non-negative and we are maximizing the score. If a match exists,
we are guaranteed that one edge match variable is set to 1. Note that (2) and (3) prevent the situation in (4)
where X(a, s, b, t) ¼ 1 and X(a, u, b, v) ¼ 1, or X(a, s, b, t) ¼ 1 and X(i, s, j, t) ¼ 1, so each contact graph
edge has at most one matching interaction graph edge that gets picked, and vice versa. Since the interaction
graph tends to have more edges than the contact graph, extra edges can get unmatched. Since edge match
scores are non-negative, missing edges implicitly have a score of 0. The final two constraints ensure that the
decision variables are binary. Note that the above formulation does not enforce that the common subgraph
be connected, so contacts in different domains of the protein can get matched, while the parts in-between
are unmatched.

2.2. ILP model generalizations
The ILP model can be adapted to accommodate different situations by setting, adding or removing
variables, modifying their coefficients, and adding or removing constraints.
Different sources of data. Although we considered only chemical shift matches in the scoring function,
the objective function of the ILP model can model any function that models the assignment of spins to
residues and also the assignment of pairs of spins to pairs of residues. For C-labeled data, if there is carbon
connectivity evidence that supports that spin systems s and t is associated with adjacent amino acids ai and
aiþ1, the value of m(ai, s, aiþ1, t) can be increased. The variable X(ai, s, aiþ1, t) can also be removed if there
is insufficient connectivity and contact information.
For RDC data, once an alignment tensor has been estimated, back-computed RDCs can be computed and
compared with the experimental values to yield a value for each m(a, s). After running the ILP, the
assignment information can be used to update the alignment tensor and m(a, s) terms. For 1HN-1HN NOEs,
chemical shift matches can be encoded in the m(a, s, b, t) terms.
Different weights on m(a, s, b, t) can be used to account for matches to specific types of contacts in the
template protein structure, such as long range b-sheet contacts and local Ha and HN contacts in a-helices.
The CR method focused on finding common Hamiltonian path fragments in the graphs to be matched.
Similar to carbon connectivity, the score for matches to pairs of adjacent amino acids can be scaled up to
emphasize the Hamiltonian path, so that the objective function contains a weighted version of the Hamiltonian path length.
Note that if we remove the X(a, s, b, t) variables, and consider only the X(a, s) variables and use dummy
vertices in the case that the size of Vc is not equal to Vi, we get a maximum bipartite matching problem. In
this case, we can relax the constraint that the variables are integers because the constraint matrix becomes
totally unimodular (Burkard et al., 2009), so linear programming, which is not NP-hard, will give an integer
optimal solution.
A priori assignment information. ILP solvers can start from an initial solution to improve performance.
This initial solution can even be a partial assignment. If specific spin system-amino acid assignments are
known, the corresponding vertex match variables can be fixed to 1. The ability to fix specific assignments
and to start from an existing assignment allows for a semi-automated approach, where the returned
assignment is examined and corrected manually. The ILP can then be rerun using the new information
rather than starting from scratch.
Multiple solutions. The maximum common subgraph is not necessarily unique, so there may be multiple
best scoring assignments. The sequential algorithm, introduced by Greisdorfer et al. (2008) and generalized
to more than two solutions in Danna et al. (2007), can be used to generate solutions that are guaranteed to
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be within a certain percentage of the optimal solution and have maximum diversity as measured by a
diversity measure, such as average pairwise hamming distance. The one tree algorithm can also be used
(Danna et al., 2007). Examining the variability of each amino acid’s possible assignments among a set of
optimal or near optimal assignments allows one to assess the assignment stability. The set of assignments
can be used in consensus methods. For instance, the above ILP can be used to generate a consensus
assignment by ignoring the X(a, s, b, t) variables and setting each m(a, s) to the number of times amino acid
a is assigned to spin system s.

2.3. Spin system type prediction errors
In the current ILP model, an edge match requires that the corresponding vertices match in amino acid
and secondary structure type. If there are type prediction errors, there will be assignment errors. To correct
for these errors, after solving the ILP with the type matching requirement, we identify putative correct
assignments and relax the type matching requirement for the remaining residues. The ILP is then resolved
with the fixed assignments. Our approach to handle type prediction errors is summarized in Figure 1.
To determine whether or not an assignment should be fixed, we examine the percentage of contacts
matched involving each assigned amino acid. This percentage can be outputted as a confidence measure for
each assignment. Due to erroneous assignments, an overly tight criteria for identifying fixed assignments
may exclude many correct assignments and result in a large problem size. For the initial criteria, we chose a
50% cutoff, and then we used progressively tighter criteria. Once the ILP is resolved, the previously fixed
assignments may no longer satisfy the criteria, while new assignments may satisfy it. Therefore, for a given
criteria, we resolve the ILP until the fixed assignments do not change, or after a maximum number of
iterations. From our tests, the number of iterations did not exceed 5. We chose 50% because the majority of
the missing edge percentages in our data are below 50% (Table 1). To tighten the criteria, we considered
the requirement that a certain number of sequential neighboring contacts, nonlocal contacts between
b-sheet amino acids, and local helix contacts (i – 5) in the template protein structure be matched. We first
required only one sequential neighbor and then later two (assignments for amino acids at the end points will
not be fixed). Finally, we required that b-sheet amino acids have at least one b-sheet contact match, and that
a-helix amino acids have at least one local contact match before and one local contact match after the
residue. We did not attempt to optimize the set of criteria for fixing assignments as this is a modeling issue,
and we wanted to show that our ILP model is flexible in modeling the problem.
Since a fixed assignment can be incorrect, we generate multiple assignments and then identify fixed
assignments in each assignment in order to produce different fixed assignments. For a given fixed assignment criteria, this results in a set of solutions. The best scoring assignment is then taken as the starting
point for the next fixed assignment criteria. Previous assignments can be supplied to CPLEX as an initial

FIG. 1. Iterative integer programming with fixed assignments.
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Summary of the Test Set

Template

No. residues

No. spin sys

No. PRO

Noise (·)

Missing (%)

)
RMSD (A

1KA5
1EGO
1G6J
1SGO
1YYC
2NBT
1RYJ
2FB7
1P4W

88/40/23/25
85/40/19/26
76/18/22/36
139/46/28/65
174/36/72/66
66/-/16/50
70/9/27/34
80/-/32/48
87/66/-/21

85/39/23/23
81/40/19/22
72/18/22/32
136/46/28/61
158/36/70/52
60/-/16/48
67/9/27/31
73/-/32/41
82/65/-/17

1
3
3
3
10
5
2
7
3

5.5/5.6/5.9/5.3
5.6/5.4/5.8/6.3
4.4/3.5/5.1/4.8
5.5/4.7/4.0/7.4
6.6/5.2/7.5/7.3
3.4/-/3.6/3.3
3.1/2.0/3.1/3.8
3.1/-/3.0/3.2
5.5/5.3/-/6.7

21/20/21/22
22/22/26/19
33/31/32/35
41/38/49/40
38/35/38/40
36/-/22/40
28/33/29/25
34/-/30/36
31/28/-/40

0.2/0.2/0.1/0.2
1.6/1.4/0.9/2.3
1.1/0.6/0.4/1.5
10.9/7.3/5.5/14.1
4.0/2.5/1.6/6.0
3.4/-/1.7/3.8
1.5/1.0/0.9/1.9
5.4/-/2.0/6.8
1.1/0.7/-/1.9

From left to right: template structure, number of residues in the template (total/helix/sheet/loop); number of spin systems (total/
helix/sheet/loop); number of prolines; noise level (number NOE edges per contact); percentage of contacts missing in the NMR data
(total/helix/sheet/loop); average pairwise RMSD of the models in the template PDB file (total/helix/sheet/loop).

feasible solution to speed up the optimization. To examine the possible assignments for the non-fixed
residues, multiple solutions can be generated from the final assignment by fixing assignments and then
running the sequential or one tree algorithm.
For a given fixed assignment, ILP solvers can return a solution with score guaranteed to be at most N%
away from the optimal score, where we chose N to be 1%. Due to noisy edges, increased ambiguity from
relaxing the type matching requirement, incorrect fixed assignments, and inaccuracies in the scoring
function in modeling the problem, the solution with the optimal score is not necessarily the correct solution.
Nevertheless, from our tests, we found that the score of the correct assignment is near the optimal.

3. RESULTS
We tested the performance of our method on the synthetic data set used by the CR method. It consisted of
nine proteins. The authors provided us with simulated data, in the form of an interaction graph, that was
derived from the following NMR structures from the PDB: 1KA5, 1EGO, 1G6J, 1SGO, and 1YYC. The
data for the other four proteins were simulated according to their simulation method described in Xiong and
Bailey-Kellogg (2007), where only one of the NMR models was used to generate the NOESY peaks.
Although the simulated data was derived from one of the models in the PDB file, similar to the CR
experiments, we tested the data using every model in the PDB file as the template structure, where the
number of models per PDB file ranged from 10 to 32. The structural noise (in RMSD) of the models within
each PDB file is given in Table 1, which summarizes the test set. To control noise, our method automatically increases the distance cutoff at 0.25 Å increments until the noise level is under 8. This gives an
improvement over using a fixed 4 Å cutoff. We used the same distance cutoffs in the CR software.
Table 2 compares our method with the CR method, where the first row of each entry gives our results,
while the row below gives the CR’s. On eight of the nine proteins, our average accuracy on the entire
protein is better. We achieved an average accuracy of 97.1%, whereas the CR method has 86.0% accuracy,
resulting in 4.8 times fewer wrong assignments by our method. We also noticed that the ILP model
significantly outperforms the CR method on both b-sheet and loop regions. This may be due to the fact that
our method can maximize the score better as shown in column 4 of Table 2. In many instances, the score is
higher than the score of the correct assignment, which indicates that maximizing contact matches alone
may not necessarily give the correct assignment. For 2NBT, where 40% of loop contacts are missing, we
did slightly worse, but the score is greater than the score of the correct assignment; similarly for helix
residues in 1RYJ. In general, since amino acids in helices tend to have local contacts with nearby amino
acids, in many of our tests, we observed that missing NOE edges and typing errors produced local errors in
helices. For 1RYJ, the accuracy for helices using a (i – 2) window, i.e., allowing a spin system to be
assigned within two residues away from the correct residue, is 100%.
The CR software did not allow for the input of amino acid and secondary structure type predictions, so
we could only perform the comparison assuming correct amino acid and correct secondary structure typing.
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Template
1KA5
1EGO
1G6J
1SGO
1YYC
2NBT
1RYJ
2FB7
1P4W
Average

Comparison Between the ILP Model and the Contact Replacement Method
for Correct Amino Acid and Secondary Structure Typing
Avg. acc. (%)

Acc. range (%)

Times score [>,<, ¼ Ref]

100/100/100/100
94/100/76/100
98/100/100/93
96/96/100/93
97/100/100/94
91/100/ 87/88
96/97/100/94
80/95/95/62
97/99/96/98
72/92/62/72
91/-/98/88
92/-/95/90
97/98/96/96
82/100/70/86
96/-/97/96
92/-/94/90
99/100/-/97
77/77/-/77
97/99/99/96
86/94/85/84

100/100/100
98-93/91-74/100
100-97/100/100/100-90
100-92/100-90/100/100-79
100-95/100/100/100-90
97-89/100/100-86/100-85
100-86/100-95/100/100-70
88-71/100-87/100-86/76-45
100-93/100/100-91/100-92
76-67/100-89/69-53/79-64
96-85/-/100-93/95-79
100-88/-/100-88/96-82
97-94/100-88/96/96-93
82-75/100/70/88-72
100-91/-/100-93/100-90
95-88/-/100-94/95-83
100-97/100/-/100-88
91-63/91-63/-/90-58
—
—

0, 0, 16
0, 16, 0
15, 0, 5
4, 12, 4
25, 2, 5
0, 32, 0
13, 3, 4
0, 20, 0
17, 0, 3
0, 20, 0
10, 0, 0
1, 9, 0
20, 0, 0
0, 20, 0
7, 0, 3
0, 10, 0
4, 0, 16
0, 20, 0
—
—

For each protein, the first row gives our results, while the second row gives the CR’s. From left to right: template structure; average
accuracy over all the models (total/helix/sheet/loop); accuracy ranges (total/helix/sheet/loop); number of times the assignment score
was greater than, less than, or equal to the score of the correct assignment.

Nevertheless, since perfect spin system typing cannot be achieved easily, we also tested our method on
predicted spin system types. First we tested with only amino acid type prediction, and then we tested with
both amino acid and secondary structure typing errors. For the five data sets received, we ran RESCUE
Version 1 (Pons and Delsuc, 1999) on the experimental proton chemical shifts from the protein’s entry in
the Biological Magnetic Resonance Bank (BMRB) (Ulrich et al., 2008). Table 3 gives the results with
amino acid type prediction. For comparison, we included the results of using type matching as strict
constraints; that is, the result without using the iterative algorithm that tries to correct for typing errors. In
general, type correction resulted in large improvements. For 1G6J, the amino acid typing accuracy is high,
so the improvement is minimal. For 1YYC, the improvement is significant even though the typing accuracy
is low. The accuracy, however, varied substantially depending on the model used as the template.
Nevertheless, the template with the best score yielded an accuracy of 89.9%, which increases to 94.1%
when considering an (i – 2) window. This indicates that using multiple templates, such as those generated
by normal mode analysis (Apaydin et al., 2008), may improve accuracy. In these tests, we used weaker
criteria for fixing assignments. We did not require nonlocal b-beta sheet and local a-helix contact matches.
Table 4 gives the results for both amino acid and secondary structure typing errors. The standard method
for predicting secondary structures from 3JHNHa coupling constants (Wüthrich, 1986) is similar to the
following: if the coupling value is between 2.5 and 5.5, the spin system is predicted as helix. If the value is
between 8 and 11.5, the spin system is predicted as b-sheet; otherwise, it is predicted as loop. From a test
set of the following BMRB entries with accession numbers 4267, 4071, 2151, 4458, 4376, 4136, 4784,
4347, 4163, 4297, plus ubiquitin experimental values from the literature (Wang and Bax, 1996), we
obtained an average typing accuracy of 60% with a range of 50–69%. This will likely be too low for
resonance assignment, so we classified coupling constants into classes consisting of two secondary
structure types, which dramatically increased the average accuracy at the cost of increased problem size and
increased ambiguity. For values less than 6.5, we classify it as helix and loop; otherwise, we classify it as
b-sheet and loop. With this, we obtained an average accuracy of 92% with a range of 82–100%.
For our tests, we introduced secondary structure class prediction errors yielding the typing accuracies in
Table 4, which are below 92%. In these tests, we used the nonlocal b-beta sheet and local a-helix contact
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Assignment Accuracy for Amino Acid Typing Errors and Correct Secondary Structure Typing

Template
1KA5
1EGO
1G6J
1SGO
1YYC

Avg. acc.
strict. (%)

Avg. acc.
iter. (%)

Range acc.
iter. (%)

A.A. typing
acc. (%)

Times score
[>, <, ¼ Ref]

86
86
92
82
59

100/100/100/100
94/92(99)/100/94
94/100/93/91
92/90(100)/95/93
77/86 (92)/81/66

100/100/100/100
100-91/100-87/100/100-90
97-87/100/100-90/100-78
96-87/100-84/100-82/96-83
94-68/100-58/100-52/90-50

89
90
96
92
79

0, 0, 16
15, 3, 2
7, 25, 0
7, 13, 0
0, 20, 0

From left to right: template structure; average accuracy for strict type matching; average accuracy for iterative error correction over
all the models (total/helix/sheet/loop); accuracy ranges for iterative error correction (total/helix/sheet/loop); amino acid typing
accuracy; number of times the assignment score was greater than, less than, or equal to the score of the correct assignment. Values in
parenthesis give the accuracy within an i – 2 window.

match criteria for fixing assignments. For the convenience of time, we tested each target using only the first
model in the template. The noise level and percentage of missing NOEs is similar to the average values in
Table 1. From column 2 of Table 4, we see that low assignment accuracies can result if spin system type
prediction errors are not handled, even if the type prediction accuracy is high. For 1KA5, the assignment
accuracy did not change from the previous test. For 1EGO, the accuracy actually improved because of the
tighter criteria for fixing assignments. The larger 1SGO struggled to maximize the score, but the accuracy is
still much higher than without the iterative algorithm. For 1YYC, its large size combined with its low
amino acid typing accuracy, produced poor quality fixed assignments, but there is still a large improvement
over the case without the iterative algorithm.
For ubiquitin, which is a commonly used protein to test resonance assignment methods, we obtained 15N
HSQC, 15N TOCSY-HSQC, and 15N NOESY-HSQC data from Richard Harris’s The Ubiquitin Resource
Page (Harris). In this test, we are using experimentally derived spectra rather than simulated data. We
picked the peaks manually by inspecting the spectra with SPARKY (Goddard and Kneller). Ubiquitin has
76 residues and three prolines. The reference solution has 70 assigned residues. The noise level is 4.6 at 4 Å
cutoff, and the missing edge percentage is 28.3%. HSQC peaks without an Ha chemical shift were correctly
filtered out as noise. For amino acid typing, RESCUE performed poorly, giving an accuracy of 68.6%. The
errors appear to be due to missing peaks that are hidden by peak overlap. Using a higher resolution TOCSY
spectrum may improve accuracy. We performed the typing manually using each type’s expected number of
proton chemical shifts and their expected range of values. Manual typing gave an accuracy of 90%, where
the average number of possible amino acid types per spin system is 3.3, with a range of 1–8. We used the
results of manual typing for assignment. RESCUE version 2 (Marin et al., 2004) yielded an accuracy of
90% as well, but only after the peaks were manually assigned to their spin systems. Since we manually
picked the peaks, we might as well perform the type prediction at the same time.
We used experimental 3JHNHa coupling constants from the literature (Wang and Bax, 1996). Eight spin
systems did not have J-coupling values, so their predicted class included all three secondary structure types.
The accuracy of secondary structure type prediction was 91%, yielding a combined typing accuracy of

Table 4.
Template
1KA5
1EGO
1SGO
1G6J
1YYC

Assignment Accuracy for Both Amino Acid and Secondary Structure Typing Errors
Acc.
strict. (%)

Acc. best score
iter. (%)

A.A. typing
acc. (%)

S.S. typing
acc. (%)

Diff ref.
score (%)

72
65
63
75
40

100/100/100/100
97/95(100)/100/100
88/82(91)/96/88
91/100/86/90
70/91/71/53

89
90
92
96
79

91
85
87
90
91

0
1.5%
3.0%
þ0.5%
3.1%

From left to right: template structure; accuracy for strict type matching; accuracy of the best scoring model for iterative error
correction (total/helix/sheet/loop); amino acid typing accuracy; secondary structure typing accuracy; percentage difference in score of
the best scoring assignment compared to the correct one (þmeans score of our assignment was higher). Values in parenthesis gives the
accuracy in a (i – 2) window.
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83%. Model 1 from PDB 1D3Z was used as the template structure. The template structure was not derived
from the NMR data. An NMR model was used to test the case of using results from previous NMR studies.
The best scoring assignment had accuracy 87.1%, with 64.3% on a-helix (85.7% with i – 2 window),
95.7% on b-sheet, and 90.0% on loops. Although the accuracy for helix residues is low, many of the errors
are due to a – 1 assignment position error due to the HSQC peak of a nearby amino acid not being present
in the NMR data. We also obtained a consensus assignment by generating 10 solutions from the best
scoring assignment with fixed assignments meeting the secondary structure contact matching criteria.
Consensus gave an accuracy of 91% (62 out of 68 predictions) with 78% for helices (92% i – 2) and the
other types unchanged. This result from a non-synthetic data set is comparable to the result for the 1G6J
synthetic data set, which is also ubiquitin, except that this test is slightly more difficult. This data set is
missing HSQC peaks for two residues in addition to proline residues, which are known not to have HSQC
peaks. The synthetic data set is missing only prolines and the initial methionine, which is also known not to
have an HSQC peak. Without the iterative algorithm, the accuracy is 59%.

4. FULLY AUTOMATED ASSIGNMENT FROM
AUTOMATICALLY PICKED PEAKS
For this problem, we used only three spectra—15N HSQC, 15N NOESY-HSQC, and 15N TOCSYHSQC—from The Ubiquitin Resource Page. To simplify the problem, J-coupling constants were not used.
These values do not seem to be commonly available in the BMRB, especially for large proteins. In general,
obtaining a high yield of J-coupling constants from HNHA becomes more difficult as the protein size
increases. Instead of using secondary structure type predictions, we used related assignment information,
which is typically available in NMR protein mutant studies. Although our approach is automated, it
estimates some parameters that likely would be better estimated by a quick visual inspection of the data,
such as intensity cutoffs for noisy peak removal. Figure 2 summarizes our approach. Peaks are first picked
from the spectra, and then the peak lists are calibrated and noise filtered. The peaks are then grouped into
spin systems, which, in turn, get type predicted. Finally, the graphs for resonance assignment are built,
followed by the assignment step. The details of each step follows.

4.1. Peak picking and peak list processing
Peak lists were obtained using PICKY, and then they were calibrated to align the N, HN of the TOCSY
and NOESY peaks to those in the HSQC. To maximize the number of N, HN matches, we modeled
calibration as a maximum clique problem on the intersection graph of rectangles, which can be solved in
O(nlogn) time (Imai and Asano, 1983). We used rectangles with widths corresponding to the typical match
tolerances of 0.5 ppm and 0.05 ppm, respectively, for the N and HN dimensions of each HSQC peak. For the
TOCSY/NOESY peaks, whose N and HN coordinates are altered, we used a 0.5 ppm, 0.05 ppm rectangle as
the search space, but this can be adjusted. To remove the influence of noisy peaks, we used only the top
50% most intense peaks to determine the N and HNoffsets. The NOESY H was also calibrated against the

FIG. 2. Automated backbone
resonance assignment with protein
structure and related assignment
information. Arrows denote the
flow of information, starting from
the NMR spectra. Note that the
backbone resonance assignment
step is iterative. Fixed assignments
are used to reduce the set of possible residues and to limit type
prediction to only the unfixed spin
systems.
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TOCSY H by matching as many protons as possible. This was done by solving a maximum clique problem
on the intersection graph of intervals, which can be solved in linear time (Möhring, 1986). Each TOCSY
and NOESY H was represented by a 0.05 ppm interval centered about the peak. For ubiquitin, if calibration
is not performed, the missing edge percentage increases by 12%. The combination of automated peak
picking and peak list calibration resulted in a missing edge percentage of 36–45% (see Section 4.3). This is
much higher than using manually picked peaks, which indicates that there is room for improvement in our
peak picking and peak list calibration method. In general, peak picking is a non-trivial problem and an
urgent target for improvement (Williamson and Craven, 2009).
When using automatically picked peaks, a true peak may have other nearby noisy peaks of similar
chemical shift value, but of lower intensity. For the 3D spectra, overlapped peaks within 0.5, 0.05, 0.05 ppm
were merged, and only the peak with the higher intensity was kept. Noisy HSQC peaks were identified by
sorting the peaks by intensity, and then using a 4-SD cutoff to remove low intensity peaks.
To identify which TOCSY peaks should be grouped together, we used a divisive hierachical clustering
approach. We first grouped TOCSY peaks into strips where all peaks in a strip matched at least one
HSQC peak within a 0.5, 0.05 ppm tolerance and are within 0.5, 0.05 ppm of each other. TOCSY peaks
not in any strips were removed. Strips may correspond to putative side chain protons of a given residue.
A peak can occur in more than one strip due to peak overlap. To split strips, the 4 corners of each strip
was defined by the maximum, minimum N and maximum, minimum HN chemical shift values of the
peaks in the strip. Peaks were then assigned to the closest corner. If there were groups of size at least 2
(since we want each strip to have HN and Ha), and the difference in the assigned corners of the groups
was larger than 0.25 ppm for N or 0.025 ppm for HN, the strip was split. Using statistics from the BMRB,
strips with no HN and putative Ha atoms were removed. For instance, Ha’s typically have chemical shift
values of 2–6.
Noisy TOCSY peaks in each strip were removed by intensity using an approach similar to the one used
for HSQC peaks. NOESY peaks were matched to HSQC peaks using a 0.5, 0.05 ppm tolerance. Noisy
NOESY peaks were identified in a later step (see Section 4.3). Since the removal of peaks may change
calibration, calibration and peak list processing was repeated until no additional peaks were removed. It is
known that peak list processing can have a significant impact on assignment accuracy (Pawley et al., 2005).
The processed HSQC and TOCSY peaks were passed to the amino acid typing and Ha assignment
module. After processing, the number of HSQC peaks was 84 versus 90 in the initial peak list. The initial
TOCSY peak list had 2019 peaks, while the processed one had 311. The initial NOESY peak list had 1552
peaks, while the processed one had 287 (see Section 4.3).

4.2. Amino acid type predicton and Ha assignment
Our ILP for resonance assignment requires, as input, a list of possible amino acid types for each HSQC
peak, and the TOCSY peaks representing the Ha atoms of the residue that is represented by the HSQC
peak. In RESCUE 2, the grouping of TOCSY peaks to their corresponding HSQC peak, known as
TOCSY assignment, is assumed to be known a priori of type prediction. We extended the Bayesian
scoring model in RESCUE 2 to perform both type prediction and TOCSY assignment. Unlike the side
chain resonance assignment problem, we do not have an a priori backbone assignment, so we can obtain
only a distribution of assignments. For our problem, we considered only the distribution of TOCSY
assignments to Ha’s. To our knowledge, we are not aware of any other system that can perform amino
acid type prediction and Ha prediction simultaneously from chemical shift information without an a
priori backbone assignment.
To obtain the amino acid type predictions, we sampled the probability distribution of X, which is the set
of (i, R), where the residue represented by HSQC peak i is assigned to amino acid type R. Letting H
represent the set of HSQC peaks and T represent the TOCSY peaks, and applying Bayes’ rule, we have
X
P(X j H, T) ¼
P(Z, X j H, T)
Z

X
1
P(Z, X, H, T)
P(H, T) Z
X
¼a
(P(T j H, Z, X) · P(H j Z, X) · P(Z j X) · P(X))

¼

Z

(7)
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where a is a normalization constant to denote P(H, T), which is related to the input peak lists, and Z is the
set of assignments (A, M, N) that are defined below.
Each HSQC peak i is represented by its N and HN chemical shift values, which we denote collectively by
di. We allow HSQC peaks to have no amino acid type assignment. Each TOCSY peak j is presented by its
N, HN, H chemical shift values, which we denote collectively by dj, and by the peak intensity value denoted
by Ij. Each TOCSY peak j can be assigned as noise or to a proton Rk of an amino acid of type R. Each Rk
can be assigned to a TOCSY peak j or be assigned as being missing its TOCSY peak. Letting (i, j, Rk ) 2 A
denote an assignment of TOCSY peak j to proton Rk of some residue represented by HSQC peak i, letting
(i, Rk ) 2 M denote proton Rk assigned to HSQC peak i and missing its TOCSY peak, and letting j 2 N
denote TOCSY peak j assigned to noise, we can expand Equation 7 to give

X 
 





 
P(T A j A, X A · P A j X A · P M j X M · P(T N j NÞ · P(N) · P(H j X) · P(X)
(A, M, N)

¼
·

X

Y

(A, M, N)

i, j, Rk 2A

 



P dj j Rk missing, j noise · P Rk missing, j noise j i, R

 

Y 
 Y 



P(Rk missing j i, R
P dj j j noise · P j noise ·
(i, Rk )2M

j2N

Y

(8)

!

Pðdi j RÞ · P(R)

(i, R)2X, i2H

where we have assumed that the assignments in A, M, N, and X are independent. TA are the TOCSY peaks
in A, and XA are the (i, R) assignments in A; similarly for M and N. Since the space of Z is large, we
considered only the top scoring assignments. That is, we first maximize the product in parenthesis with
respect to X and Z, and then sample again to obtain the next largest assignment, and so on. For each HSQC
peak i, the number of times it is assigned to residue R is recorded. The number of times RHa is assigned to i
is also recorded. Since multiplying many fractions may result in a product that gets rounded to 0, instead of
maximizing, we take the negative logarithm and minimize, which is equivalent. For the product in large
parenthesis, this results in a sum of terms. By using binary variables to denote whether or not a particular
assignment is selected, we can use integer programming to sample the space of top scoring assignments.
RESCUE 2, however, does not use such a global optimization approach because when given the TOCSY
assignment, each spin system can be typed independently of each other.
ILP for amino acid type prediction and TOCSY Ha assignment. Please refer to Table 5 for the
definitions of the decision variables and their objective function coefficients. The objective function being
minimized is the sum of products consisting of the decision variable multiplied by its coefficient. The ILP
constraints are
X
X(i, R) ¼
X(dj , Rk , i) þ X(Rk , i) 8i 2 H, 8Rk 2 R
(9)
j

X

X(dj , Rk , i) þ X(j) ¼ 1 8j 2 T

(10)

X(i, R)  1

8i 2 H

(11)

X(i, R)  count(R) 8R 2 AATypes

(12)

Rk , i

X
R

X
i

X(i, R) 

X

X(dj , RHa , i) 8i 2 H, 8R

(13)

j

Constraint 9 ensures that each Rk that is assigned to i is either assigned to a TOCSY peak or is missing its
TOCSY peak. Constraint 10 ensures that each TOCSY peak is assigned to either a proton or as a noisy
peak. Constraint 11 ensures that each i is assigned to at most one amino acid type. Constraint 12 ensures
that the number spin systems assigned to a specific amino acid type does not exceed the number of such
residues in the protein sequence. Constraint 13 ensures that if i is assigned to type R, it will have an Ha
assigned to a TOCSY peak. Alternatively, assignments to Ha atoms can be encouraged by scaling the
scores rather than using a constraint. Other constraints are possible, such as bounds on the number of noisy
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ILP Decision Variables and Their Objective Function Coefficients
for Amino Acid Type Prediction and TOCSY Ha Assignment

Binary decision variable
X(i, R) is set to 1 if amino acid
of type R is assigned to HSQC peak i.
We consider only i whose di is within
3.5 s from the mean values of R
(3.5 for 99.9% confidence interval)

X(dj, Rk, i) is set to 1 if TOCSY
peak j is assigned to proton Rk
and HSQC peak i is assigned to R.
Only j whose dNj and dHN
is within 0.5,
j
and 0.05 ppm of those of i, and whose dH
j
is within 3.5 s of Rk are considered

Objective function coefficient (log)


 countðRÞ

HN
HN
Pðdi j RÞ · PðRÞ ¼ G dNi , lNR , rNR · G dHN
·
,
l
,
r
i
R
R
len
where G is the Gaussian density function for R with mean m
and standard deviation s obtained from BMRB statistics for the
N and HN chemical shifts of R (as used in RESCUE 2). count(R)
is the number of residues of type R in the protein sequence,
and len is the length of the sequence

 

P dj j Rk missing, j noise · P Rk missing, j noise j i, R ¼






HN
HN
H
H
G dNj , lNR , rNR · G dHN
· G dH
j , lR , rR
j , lR , rR

countðRk missingÞ   Ij 
·
· 1
BMRBðRÞ
maxj
where BMRB(R) is the number of BMRB statistics for residue R,
count(Rk missing) is the number of times Rk is not present
in the statistics. maxj is the largest intensity of the peaks nearby j
according to a chemical shift threshold. Ij is the intensity of j.

X(Rk, i) is set to 1 if proton Rk is missing
its peak and R is assigned to HSQC
peak i. We consider only i whose di
are within 3.5 s from the mean
values of R
X(j) is set to 1 if TOCSY peak j
is assigned as a noisy peak

PðRk missing j i, RÞ ¼

countðRk missingÞ
BMRBðRÞ

As used in RESCUE 2.


1
· 1
Pðdj j j noiseÞ · Pðj noiseÞ ¼ Pðdj Þ · Pðj noiseÞ ¼ numTOCSY
where numTOCSY is the number of TOCSY peaks

Ij
maxj



peaks, which can be estimated by the number of TOCSY peaks and the expected number of TOCSY peaks
based on the amino acid sequence. Due to inaccuracies in the scoring function, it is possible for all the
TOCSY peaks to be assigned as noise, and all the HSQC peaks to have no assignment. The objective
function coefficients for X(j) were scaled such that the number of nonzero X(i, R)’s was at least 90% of the
number of residues, excluding proline, which have no HSQC signal. This is done automatically by solving
the ILP, counting the number of assigned HSQC peaks, and then increasing the scale factor if there are not
enough assignments. We used a factor of 20. Alternatively, a constraint could be added to directly enforce
that the total number of X(i, R)’s are greater than some lower bound.
To increase the sample space, all amino acid types of a predicted amino acid type’s class were included
with the prediction. We use the same classes as RESCUE 1 except that we grouped S and T together rather
than apart, and V and A together because these residues have similar BMRB statistics. To ensure that we do
not generate previous predictions including the types from the same class, after obtaining each solution, we
add the following set of constraints.
X
X(i, R) ¼ bi 8i 2 H
R2Type(i)

X
i

bi 

X

X(i, R)  1

(14)

i, R

where Type(i) consists of the previously generated type predictions for HSQC peak i. The first constraint
ensures that bi is 1 if and only if one of the previously generated type predictions is predicted for i. The
third expression ensures that a new type prediction for at least one HSQC peak will be generated. We run
the ILP for the number of iterations equal to the length of the sequence. Even with this number of iterations,
the scores of the solutions were still within 1% of the optimal. For each HSQC peak, all types with nonzero
count were considered a possibility. For predicting the Ha’s, among the Ha predictions for a given HSQC
peak, the TOCSY peak with the highest count that is assigned to an Ha was selected. If GLY, which has
two Ha’s, was predicted, the TOCSY peak with the second highest count was also included.
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Type Prediction Results for Ubiquitin. We obtained 64 correct type predictions out of 70 predictions.
14 HSQC peaks did not have any type prediction. It turns out that all of these were noisy peaks. The
accuracy is better than our manual prediction result; however, on average, each spin system had 4.4 amino
acid types, versus 3.3 for manual. The range was 2–13. The range is large because one amino acid class had
seven residue types (FYWHDNC). Better methods are needed to differentiate among the residues in this
class. Due to the large number of amino acid types predicted per spin system and the lack of secondary
structure type prediction information, the search space for resonance assignment will be large. We did not
use the amino acid type prediction results in the first iteration of resonance assignment; only the Ha results
were used. We used the amino acid type prediction results to correct errors in subsequent iterations when
we have some assignments fixed (see Section 4.3).
Type prediction errors were due to overlapped peaks, noisy peaks not identified, and a combination of missing
peaks and peaks matching the mean values of the incorrect residue better than the correct. If peak shape
information was available, one of the noisy peaks could have been removed because its shape was distorted.
For Ha assignment, 65 out of 70 spin systems had at least one Ha correct. Assignment errors were due to
amino acid type prediction errors, Hb of S or T being picked as the Ha, and noisy peaks that cannot be
pruned based on intensity.

4.3. Iterative resonance assignment, spin system compilation, and typing
Figure 2 illustrates our iterative algorithm. The BMRB was searched to obtain related assignment information. To identify which BMRB entry best matched the HSQC peaks, we used an N, HN chemical shift
distance scoring function together with the Hungarian algorithm (Kuhn, 2010) to score and find the best
assignment of chemical shifts in a given BMRB entry to the HSQC peaks. Among six candidates, BMRB
entry 15410 (human ubiquitin) had the best score, and yielded an assignment accuracy of 100%, with 70
correctly assigned residues by the Hungarian algorithm. Therefore, we used the next best scoring entry, 4769
(yeast ubiquitin), which had 54 residues assigned correctly. Using a 0.75 ppm and 0.1 ppm tolerance for
matching N and HN, the BMRB assignment was used to identify possible residues for each spin system.
These thresholds are dynamic. If a particular spin system still has no possible residue, the system will double
the thresholds for this spin system. This yielded an average of two residues per spin system with a range of
1–6. Sixty-two spin systems had the correct residue in its list of possible residues. However, because of noisy
NOESY edges and erroneous Ha assignments, the accuracy of resonance assignment may be less.
The list of possible residues was used to eliminate noisy NOESY edges. For each NOESY edge between
a pair of spin systems, if there were no contacts among the list of possible residues, then the edge was
deleted. Residues involving alpha helices and beta sheets in the input protein structure were considered in
contact if they were 6.5 Å apart. We used a cutoff larger than 4 Å to account for structural variability since
the input structure was not derived from the NMR data. For contacts involving loops, we used a 12 Å cutoff
since loop regions are, in general, structurally more variable. Fortunately, edge pruning did not remove any
correct edges. However, by using automatically picked NOESY peaks, the missing edge percentage is 36–
45%, which is higher than using manually picked peaks. The percentage is a range because our iterative
assignment process rebuilds the graphs using the assignment results from the previous iteration. Prior to
pruning, the noise ratio was 7.8. Afterwards, it was 2.7. Simply using a match tolerance of 0.5, 0.05 ppm
without any noise filtering resulted in a noise ratio over 12.
The NOESY edges were used to prune the list of possible residues for each spin system. For all 4-Å
nonloop contacts in the input protein, for each spin system A associated with residue R in the contact, if A has
no NOESY edges to any spin system associated with the other residue in the contact, then R was removed
from A’s list of possible residues. The residue pruning step resulted in at most once correct residue removed.
For the first step of resonance assignment, we used the Ha predictions from the amino acid type
prediction step and the residue predictions from the BMRB. The amino acid type predictions were not used
directly in the first step to keep the search space tractable (see Section 4.2). The scoring function was
augmented to take into account the chemical shift difference between spin systems and BMRB residues. It
is similar to the match score described earlier. The ILP for resonance assignment, described earlier, was
used to perform the assignments. The consensus assignment after the first step yielded 61 correct assignments out of 62 assignments made.
In the subsequent steps, amino acid type prediction was performed on the spin systems that were not
fixed. The fixed assignments and the amino acid type predictions were then used to filter NOESY
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edges and update the list of possible residues for each spin system. Spin systems with BMRB residue
matches had their chemical shift differences halved if the residue has a predicted amino acid type.
Spin systems with no BMRB residue matches were given the average chemical shift difference. The
ILP was run for four iterations; after which, the best score did not change. The final consensus
assignment yielded 67 correct assignments out of 69 assignments made, for an accuracy of 97%. Seven
residues with incorrect BMRB matches were assigned correctly due to correct amino acid type prediction. Another residue with incorrect BMRB matches and incorrect amino acid type predictions was
correctly assigned due to the fixed assignment algorithm. One error is due to an assignment for a
residue not in the reference solution, but which is clearly incorrect. The other error is for the residue
adjacent to that residue.

5. CONCLUSION
The accuracy for ubiquitin with the automatically picked peaks (67/69) is better than that with manually
picked peaks (62/68). We were able to use additional information to reduce both the noise level and the
search space despite a larger initial noise level, lack of secondary structure prediction information, and
more missing edges. These results are comparable with the 1G6J test cases on synthetic data.
From the tests on the CR data set, the local assignment errors in helices show the limitations of using
only backbone proton contact information. Since our ILP model can accommodate different sources of
information, it is of interest to test the relative contribution of each source to assignment. For assignment
from automatically picked peaks, using other cheaply available sources of data, such as RDCs and
predicted chemical shift information from ShiftX (Neal et al., 2003), may remove the reliance on an input
assignment. Methods for predicting secondary structure from chemical shift data alone without an a
priori assignment may also help. Nevertheless, such assignment information is available during protein
mutant studies, so fully automatic assignment from only N-labeled data is desirable as a starting point for
further analysis. Manual analysis and additional experiments can then be performed to obtain the assignments for the unassigned residues, and for the residues with few contact edge matches. Such initial
assignment information is also available in chemical shift mapping studies to monitor chemical shift
perturbations due to the binding of a ligand. Such studies are important in NMR drug discovery (Pellecchia et al., 2008).
Although we had only one test on automatically picked peaks, the test demonstrated that given additional
available information, it is possible to save both time and money. In addition, the test highlights additional
complications besides the backbone resonance assignment step: peak picking, peak list calibration, noise
removal, spin system typing, and Ha side chain assignment without an a priori backbone assignment.
The source code is available for academic use by request of the authors.
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